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a flirtatious gesture between them showcases the cleverly constructed sheer fabric, which drapes in a wavy
manner that perfectly mimics a moving body. even the ensemble's regular cut somehow bolsters it's sex appeal
and makes it a classic outfit for the bedroom. needless to say, the choice of fabric is a wise one. ultimately, the

frocks' playful, innovative design and futuristic vibe prove they are the perfect follow up to star jess cloeter's '70s
inspired wardrobe, from aliens to the fifth element. if you have an eye on a particular piece from the collection,

keep in mind that not all sizes are available. so be sure to check out the 3d-printed top too. at the moment, they
are by far the coolest pieces from the collection and could rival the likes of the majority of upcoming high-street

brands. nevertheless, it would be unfair to not mention the brand's top half shorts from mad max, an unexpected
and welcome return to form after the luxury power couple's ensembles proved to be a little too glitzy.

recommended for streetwear lovers. the change is enough to make the mini a truly edgy stunner. the classic
bucket shorts have been transformed into black leather, creating a high-powered look with a modern edge for the
star, who was already a muscled up version of her character. most importantly, the design gives the trousers an

accurate and different shape than those from the early 1980s, smoothing out the lines that tend to give the classic
shorts an awkward appearance. in fact, the result is a piece that is totally fresh and works on her like few other

pieces she has in her collection.
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one of the biggest advantages of the 4k video is how much more substantial the colors appear in many of the frames. a
significant flip in the opening credit sequence, where the original grade is stark, grey and grainy, showcases a much

cleaner, bolder image. sure, it isn't as pure as what you'd get from a pristine blu-ray, but its punchy visuals and better
contrast make it a significant improvement over the compressed, sputtered performance by the handhelds. black levels
are pleasingly deep without being overly murky and the shadows showcase richer, warmer tones with a bit more depth.
the brightness balance is slightly boosted too, despite being similar to the blu-ray. all told, i'd take this over the typical

compressed, low-grade, blu-ray grade for this feature. the 5.1 audio is essentially identical and t he quality remains
stable from the original blu-ray, but the track now includes the score and theatrical trailers in dolby truehd and dts-hd
master audio. you'll lose the live-feed of the 50,000-seat hollywood bowl, but can easily hear the speakers perfectly

during the more hectic scenes such as when jenko fights doherty and the huge crowd cheers, for example. the dialogue
is clean and clear without any hiss or distortion issues. you may not make much of a difference visually, but i'm glad

sony decided to include this edition of 22 jump street in ultra hd as well. if you're like me and discover you missed the
television series, then this is a neat way to revisit it. the destination lies in this picture that transcends and defines you.
our own cosmically poor souls with an almost incalculable but equally strong character. is it worth taking a step into the
cosmic and always out of body, floating mindset? let's find out! you can follow us on facebook , twitter , and instagram .
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